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Abstract
Purpose: Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) by injection of microbubbles
(MBs) has shown promise as a cost-effective imaging modality for prostate
cancer (PCa) detection. More recently, nanobubbles (NBs) have been pro-
posed as novel ultrasound contrast agents. Unlike MBs, which are intravascular
ultrasound contrast agents, the smaller diameter of NBs allows them to cross
the vessel wall and target specific receptors on cancer cells such as the
prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA). It has been demonstrated that
PSMA-targeted NBs can bind to the receptors of PCa cells and show a
prolonged retention effect in dual-tumor mice models. However, the analy-
sis of the prolonged retention effect has so far been limited to qualitative or
semi-quantitative approaches.
Methods: This work introduces two pharmacokinetics models for quantitative
analysis of time–intensity curves (TICs) obtained from the CEUS loops.The first
model is based on describing the vascular input by the modified local density
random walk (mLDRW) model and independently interprets TICs from each
tumor lesion. Differently, the second model is based on the reference-tissue
model, previously proposed in the context of nuclear imaging, and describes
the binding kinetics of an indicator in a target tissue by using a reference tissue
where binding does not occur.
Results: Our results show that four estimated parameters,𝛽,𝛽∕𝜆,𝛽+∕𝛽−, for the
mLDRW-input model, and 𝛾 for the reference-based model, were significantly
different (p-value <0.05) between free NBs and PSMA-NBs. These parameters
estimated by the two models demonstrate different behaviors between PSMA-
targeted and free NBs.
Conclusions: These promising results encourage further quantitative analysis
of targeted NBs for improved cancer diagnostics and characterization.

KEYWORDS
contrast-enhanced ultrasound, molecular imaging, nanobubbles, pharmacokinetic modeling,
prostate cancer

1 INTRODUCTION

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most prevalent type
of cancer and the second leading cause of can-
cer death in males of Western countries.1–3 Although
several efforts have been devoted, efficient detection

and diagnosis of PCa remain challenging in clinical
practice.4 The suspicion of PCa is usually diagnosed
by elevated serum prostate-specific antigen (PSA) or
suspicious digital rectal examination (DRE).5,6 The sus-
picious PCa lesions are further detected by systematic
biopsies that obtain a number of glandular materials

Med Phys. 2022;49:6547–6559. wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/mp © 2022 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. 6547
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samples for histologic examinations. Apart from the
high cost and risk of infection, systematic biopsies
may lead to either undertreatment or overtreatment
of the disease.7 Recently, multiparametric magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) has gained attention for
noninvasive diagnosis of PCa.8 However, its applica-
tion in clinical routine is still hampered by the limited
accessibility of the equipment,possibility of missing clin-
ically significant PCa, and difficulty of interpreting the
results.9

More recently, transrectal ultrasonography (TRUS)
also shows promise as a cost-effective alternative for
improving the detection and localization of PCa.10,11

In particular, contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) is
a promising modality for improving the detection of
PCa by imaging cancer angiogenesis.12,13 Typical ultra-
sound contrast agents (UCA) consist of microbubbles
(MBs) with a diameter of 1–10 μm. MBs permit visual-
ization and assessment of the microvasculature when
injected into the bloodstream and sensed by dedi-
cated contrast-specific ultrasound scanning sequences.
Due to cancer angiogenesis, the microvasculature is
typically altered in PCa, exhibiting high microvascu-
lar density, along with increased extravascular leakage
and vascular tortuosity.14 Dedicated methods have been
developed to detect PCa by angiogenesis imaging
based on MBs CEUS acquisitions.15,16 Moreover,molec-
ular ultrasound imaging by MBs targeted to the vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor 2 has also been
explored for the detection of PCa. However, a limited
PCa detection rate of 65% was achieved in a phase-0
clinical trial based on qualitative analysis.17

Although being an optimal intravascular contrast
agent for vascular assessment, their relatively large
diameter keeps targeted MBs from crossing the vas-
cular endothelium and reaching molecules expressed
on the tumor cell surface. This restriction can be over-
come by new-generation UCAs, nanobubbles (NBs),
whose diameter is about 10 times smaller compared
to MBs, hence facilitating them to cross the vessel
wall.18–20 Through the nonlinear interaction with echo
pulses, the intra- and extra-vascular pharmacokinetics
of NBs can be visualized with adequate ultrasound
contrast enhancement during their extended circula-
tion span.21–23 Furthermore, NBs can target specific
molecules, such as prostate-specific membrane antigen
(PSMA), to actively bind to the receptors overexpressed
in PCa cells.24,25 As shown by nuclear imaging,PSMA is
an important biomarker that is overexpressed in PCa.26

The specific binding of PSMA-targeted NBs (PSMA-
NB) on tumor cells expressing PSMA was demonstrated
both in vivo, by a prolonged retention time in mice
models of PCa, and ex vivo, by follow-up histological
examination.27,28

In relevant studies, the prolonged retention effect
owning to NB extravasation or specific binding was

analyzed by interpreting average UCA time–intensity
curves (TICs) within a region of interest (ROI).23,27

However, the analysis was primarily qualitative or semi-
quantitative, without quantitative assessment of the
PSMA-NB pharmacokinetics. Pharmacokinetic mod-
els of contrast agent intravascular flow, extravasation,
and specific binding have previously been studied in
MB-based CEUS, dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)
MRI, and nuclear imaging29–32; these studies provide
a valuable reference to model the behavior of NBs
in CEUS. The main approach investigated in previ-
ous studies was based on compartmental modeling,
which is widely used to describe transport phenom-
ena in biological systems.33,34 The compartmental
modeling usually requires an approximation or mea-
surement of the vascular input for the system. This
work introduces two pharmacokinetic models to quan-
titatively analyze the extravasation and binding effects
of PSMA-NBs in a mouse model consisting of dual
tumors—one expressing PSMA and one control tumor,
which is PSMA-negative. The first pharmacokinetic
model employs a modified local density random walk
(mLDRW) model as the vascular input to separately
interpret the TIC from each tumor.32,35 Although this
model has the advantage of independently analyz-
ing a single TIC, it requires the assumption that the
mLDRW model well describes the vascular input func-
tion; moreover, a larger number of fitting parameters
is necessary. On the other hand, the reference-tissue
model utilizes the TIC from one tumor as a reference
to depict the TIC from the other tumor,30 and it is thus
particularly suitable for the dual-tumor animal model.
However, its applicability is limited to cases where a
reference tissue is present in the field of view; more-
over, independent pixel fitting is hampered. The models
were applied to seven dual-tumor mouse models of
PCa.27 For each mouse, TICs obtained from the CEUS
loops were fitted by these models to extract quantitative
parameters related to NBs extravasation, retention, and
binding. Pharmacokinetic modeling of contrast agent
intravascular flow, extravasation, and specific binding
has been studied separately in MB-based CEUS, DCE-
MRI, and nuclear imaging, respectively29–32; however,
to the best of our knowledge, previous pharmacoki-
netic studies have never addressed extravasation of
NB as the UCA. Thus, we adapted previous meth-
ods to be able to describe and interpret the behavior
of PSMA-NBs in a dual-tumor mouse model. Sev-
eral parameters from both models suggested significant
differences between free and PSMA-NBs.These param-
eters quantified the prolonged retention effect caused by
the specific binding of PSMA-NBs. The proposed mod-
els have the potential to improve the detection of PCa by
enabling more accurate transrectal ultrasound-guided
biopsies, and thus reducing the need for systematic
biopsies.
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2 METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Preparation of NBs and PSMA-NBs

Nanobubbles were formulated as previously
described.27 Briefly, a lipid solution in propylene
glycol (10 mg/ml) was prepared using 1,2-dibehenoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DBPC, Avanti Polar
Lipids Inc., Pelham, AL), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphate (DPPA), 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphor ethanolamine (DPPE, Corden Pharma,
Switzerland), and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy (polyethylene
glycol)-2000] (ammonium salt) (DSPE-mPEG 2000,
Laysan Lipids, Arab, AL) with a 6:1:2:1 ratio by heating
and sonicating at 80◦C.A solution of glycerol (Gly,Acros
Organics) in phosphate buffer saline (0.15 g/ml, pH 7.4)
was added to the lipids and sonicated for 10 min at room
temperature. The solution (1 ml) was transferred to a
3-ml vial, capped with a rubber septum and aluminum
seal. Air was replaced by octafluoropropane (C3F8,
Electronic Fluorocarbons, LLC, PA) gas and nanobub-
bles formed by mechanical shaking with a VialMix
shaker (Bristol-Myers Squibb Medical Imaging Inc., N.
Billerica, MA) for 45 s. Nanobubbles were isolated from
the microbubbles by centrifugation at 50 rcf for 5 min
with the headspace vial inverted, and the 100 μl NB
solution withdrawn from a fixed distance of 5 mm from
the bottom with a 21 G needle.

PSMA-NBs were prepared by adding DSPE-PEG-
PSMA-1 (25 μg/ml) to the initial lipid solution and
following the above protocol. To prepare DSPE-PEG-
PSMA-1, PSMA-1 (from Prof. James Basilion lab) was
mixed with DSPE-PEG-MAL (1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phospho ethanolamine-N-methoxy(polyethylene
glycol)-2000-Maleimide, Laysan Bio, Arab, AL) in 1:2
ratio at pH 8.0 in PBS. After combining, the mixture was
vortexed thoroughly and was reacted for 4 h on the
vial rotator at 4◦C. The product was lyophilized, and
the resultant powder was dissolved in PBS to obtain
DSPE-PEG-PSMA-1 stock solution. Based on our
experiment,27 we approximated that the total amount
of PSMA on a bubble was 35 × 103 molecules. We
also carried out standard fluorescence microscope
imaging and confocal imaging to provide evidence
that PSMA-expressing PC3pip cells selectively uptake
PSMA-NB compared to the free NB (see Figure 1a,b).36

The red fluorescence of NB and PSMA-NB comes from
rhodamine. The nanobubble diameter and the con-
centration were characterized by using resonant mass
measurement (RMM).27 The RMM experiment shows
that the diameter of NB and PSMA-NB was 281 ± 2
and 277 ± 11 nm, respectively. The concentration of
NB and PSMA-NB was 3.9 × 1011 ± 2.82 × 1010 and
4 × 1011 ± 2.45 × 1010 NB/ml. The size distribution and
the concentration of NBs and PSMA-NBs are presented
in Figure 1c.

2.2 Animal models and CEUS imaging

Animals were handled according to a protocol approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC,#2016-0024) at Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity and were in accordance with all applicable protocols
and guidelines in regards to animal use. Seven male
athymic nude mice between 4 and 6 weeks old were
included for acquiring CEUS images. These mice were
anesthetized by inhalation of 3% isoflurane with 1 L/min
oxygen. A dual-tumor model was initiated by subcuta-
neously injecting 1 × 106 PSMA-negative PC3flu and
PSMA-positive PC3pip cells in 100 μl matrigel. Animals
were observed every other day until tumors’ diameter
reached 8–10 mm.

Before acquiring CEUS images, 200-μl free NBs or
PSMA-NBs over 30–40 s were administrated via the
tail vein using a 26 G catheter. We selected 200 μl for
the injection as the optimal volume with high contrast
enhancement and no adverse effect. For CEUS imag-
ing,a PLT-1204BT probe (central frequency:12 MHz;MI:
0.1; dynamic range: 65 dB; gain: 70 dB; imaging frame
rate: 0.2 frames/s) was fixated to visualize both PC3flu
and PC3pip tumors in the same field of view. The exper-
imental setup is as illustrated in Figure 2a. After 30 min
of CEUS imaging, high-intensity flashes were employed
to destruct the remaining NBs. Thirty minutes later (1 h
after the first injection), the same mouse received 200-μl
of the other UCA type (either PSMA-NBs or free NBs).
Apart from free NBs and PSMA-NBs, Lumason MBs
(sulfur hexafluoride lipid-type A microspheres, Bracco
Diagnostics Inc.) were also administrated for acquiring
conventional CEUS 30 min after the NB-CEUS (1 h after
first injection, the contrast reached the baseline level),
as a reference to be compared with the NB-CEUS. After
the CEUS acquisition, mice were euthanized 24 h post
injection for the histological analysis.

As shown in Figure 2b,on the acquired CEUS images
of PSMA-NB,we manually delineated two ROIs for posi-
tioning both PC3flu (notated as PSMA-negative ROI)
and PC3pip (notated as PSMA-positive ROI) tumors.
From each ROI, one TIC was extracted by recording the
evolution of the average dB-scaled contrast enhance-
ment over time. In Figure 2c, one example of TIC
extraction from the PSMA-negative ROI (the blue region
on the left side) and from the PSMA-positive ROI (the red
region on the right side) is shown. The dB-scaled TIC
was then linearized into absolute acoustic intensity,29

the TIC was resampled at 1 Hz frequency, and finally
the TIC was filtered by a low-pass filter with a passband
frequency of 0.02 Hz for further quantitative analyses.

Afterward, we examined the PSMA expression in
tumor tissues by using immunohistochemistry analy-
sis. First, tumor tissues were cut into 10 μm slices
and washed three times with phosphate buffer saline
(PBS).The tissue slices were incubated in protein block-
ing solution that contains 0.5% TritonX-100, and then
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6550 PHARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF PSMA-TARGETED NANOBUBBLES

F IGURE 1 Representative confocal images of (a) NB and (b) PSMA-NB distribution in PC3pip cells. 100× (blue-nuclei, red-NB, and
green-late endosome/lysosomes), yellow-co-localized bubbles in late endosome/lysosomes. PSMA-NB shows high co-localization in late
endosomal/lysosomal vesicles (yellow). (c) Size distribution and the concentration of NBs and PSMA-NBs acquired via resonant mass
measurement. Nonbuoyant particles refer to liposomes, micelles, lipid debris, and so forth.

incubated in 1:150 diluted PSMA primary antibody for
24 h at 4◦C. After being washed with PBS, the tissue
was incubated with Alexa-568-tagged secondary anti-
body for 1 h, and it was stained with DAPI. We obtained
the fluorescence images and quantified the overexpres-
sion of PSMA in PC3pip tumor tissues in both rim and
core areas (see Figure 3).

2.3 Pharmacokinetic models

As free NBs or PSMA-NBs flow through the vascu-
lar circulation, a fraction of them extravasates to enter
the interstitial space. PSMA-NBs can further bind to
PCa cells that overexpress PSMA. The extravasation
and specific binding are manifested as a prolonged
retention effect in the TIC. The derivations of the fol-
lowing two models are described in the Supporting
Materials. To interpret the prolonged retention effect,
we introduced two pharmacokinetic models for fitting

the TIC. The first model employs the mLDRW15,37

as the plasma input. The other model is based on
the simplified reference-based tissue model30 and uti-
lizes the TIC from the PSMA-negative ROI as a
reference input function to depict the TIC in the PSMA-
positive tumor ROI.35 The first model that employs the
mLDRW is termed as mLDRW-input model from here
on. The second model that utilizes a reference ROI
is termed as the reference-based model from here
on.

For the mLDRW-input model, both TIC (I+(t)) from
PSMA-positive and TIC (I−(t)) PSMA-negative ROIs
were fitted by the following model with an input function
Ip:

I± (t) = Ip (t) + 𝛽Ip (t) ∗e−𝜆t , (1)

where 𝛽 represents the residual factor of remaining
enhancement after washing out the input, * is the
convolution operator, and 𝜆 is the decay rate.
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PHARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF PSMA-TARGETED NANOBUBBLES 6551

F IGURE 2 Illustration of the experimental setup and example of ROI-based TIC. (a) The workflow includes four parts: (1) anesthetized
male athymic nude mouse, (2) subcutaneously implanted dual-tumor, (3) administration of 200-μl bolus of either free NBs or PSMA-NBs via the
tail vein, and (4) Imaging using an ultrasound probe. (b) Example of manually delineated PSMA-negative ROI (the blue region on the left side)
and PSMA-positive ROI (the red region on the right side) on the CEUS of PSMA-NB. The colorbar represents the gray level of CEUS image
ranging from 0 to 128. (c) Average TIC (blue) from the PSMA-negative ROI and average TIC (red) from the PSMA-positive ROI

F IGURE 3 Representative fluorescence images of (a) PSMA expression in the rim of PC3pip tumor, (b) PSMA expression in the core of
PC3pip tumor, and (c) PSMA expression in PC3flu tumor. The blue color is the nuclei. The cyan color represents PSMA expression. The PSMA
expression disseminated uniformly in both tumor rim and tumor core in PC3pip tumor tissues (66.49 ± 5.44 vs. 59.09 ± 6.75, p = 0.06).
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The input function Ip(t) is modeled by the mLDRW as

Ip (t) = 𝛼

√
𝜅

2𝜋 (t − t0)
e
−
𝜅(t−t0−𝜇)2

2(t−t0) . (2)

where 𝛼 represents the area under the curve of Ip(t),
𝜇 is the mean transit time, t0 is the theoretical injection
time, and 𝜅 represents the skewness parameter given
by the local ratio between the squared velocity and the
dispersion parameter.

To improve the efficiency of curve-fitting algorithm,we
transformed the theoretical expression of the mLDRW-
input model, involving a convolution, into a closed-form
solution based on the derivation in Turco et al.29

For the reference-based model, TIC (I+(t)) was
regarded from the PSMA-positive ROI as a function
of the input TIC (I−(t)) from the PSMA-negative ROI.
As derived in Lammertsma and Hume,30 a simplified
relationship was used as

I+ (t) = Rr I− (t) +
(

k2 − Rr
k2

1 + 𝛾

)
I− (t) ∗e

−
k2

1+𝛾
t
. (3)

Here, Rr = k1∕k′1 accounts for the ratio of delivering
NBs to the PSMA-positive ROI and PSMA-negative ROI,
𝛾 is regarded as the approximate binding potential due
to specific binding. In the derivation of the above model,
there is one underlying assumption that the distribution
volume of tissue and vascularity is the same for the two
tumor ROIs to allow k1∕k2 = k′1∕k′2. This assumption
yields valid for our experiments, because two tumors
were initiated at comparable positions to grow as lesions
with comparable characteristics. We have not observed
an apparent difference in their tumor appearance on B-
mode and overall enhancement levels on CEUS for all
mice. A more detailed derivation of this simplified model
is presented in (A.13) to (A.15) of the Supporting Mate-
rials. In this derivation, one can notice the role of 𝛾 in
relating the equivalent transfer rate k2a and actual trans-
fer rate k2 as k2a = k2∕(1 + 𝛾). In the literature,26 𝛾 was
strictly defined as a positive-value parameter, because
the specific binding was assumed to always produce a
longer retention time in the target ROI than the refer-
ence ROI free of specific binding. Whereas for the free
NBs, the relative difference of retention effect between
the PSMA-negative and PSMA-positive tumor ROIs is
unlikely to be caused by the specific binding effect.
Therefore,we allow 𝛾 to take a negative value to account
for the possibility that the retention effect is greater in the
PSMA-negative ROI than the PSMA-positive ROI.

2.4 Numerical curve fitting method

The above two models were fitted to the experimen-
tal TICs extracted from the PSMA-positive ROI and

PSMA-negative ROI through numerical computation.
With regards to the mLDRW-input model, the fitting
process was performed by least-square fitting with the
trust-region reflective algorithm,as implemented in MAT-
LAB platform (MATLAB R2020a). We approximated the
initial values, as well as the upper and lower bounds
for each parameter, based on the measured time to
peak (TTP), peak enhancement (PE), area under the
curve (AUC), and wash-out rate (WoR). For the param-
eter t0, we implemented an iterative grid search, which
spanned from 45 to 75 s in 1-s steps. Finally, we chose
the optimal parameters by the minimum mean-square
error criterion.

With regards to the reference-based model, the esti-
mation was performed by a grid search. To speed up
the computation, the search was bounded within spe-
cific ranges for each parameter.Similar to,27 we adopted
the basis function method to increase robustness and
decrease the computation time of curve fitting. By the
basis-function approach, the model was represented by
a set of basis function in the following form:

I+ (t) = 𝜃1 I− (t) + 𝜃1𝜃2I− (t) ∗e−𝜃3t , (4)

where 𝜃1 = Rr, 𝜃2 = k2 ( 1

Rr
−

1

1+𝛾
), and 𝜃3 =

k2

1+𝛾
.

Before the grid search, we calculated the ratio
between I+ and I− PE as Ar. The grid for 𝜃1 was equally
divided in the range [0.02, 4] × Ar into 200 steps. The
selection of this range is based on the observation that
the relative ratio of the maximum values of I− and I+ is
restrained within [1/4, 4]. After a coarse-to-fine search-
ing, the grid for 𝜃3 is refined in the range [0.5, 50] with
100 equal steps in between. The grid for 𝜃3 was equally
divide in the range [0.5, 50] into 100 steps. For a given
𝜃3 value, the optimal 𝜃2 was searched within the range
[−1, 2] × 𝜃3 by 151 steps.The reason for multiplying with
𝜃3 is to regard the division by the AUC of e−𝜃3t (t > 0)
that equals 1∕𝜃3.It is worthwhile to mention that the scal-
ing factor 𝜃2 in the original literature was replaced by the
product 𝜃1𝜃2 for highlighting the relative contribution of
the convolution relation I−(t)∗e−𝜃3t to the overall AUC.
This modification can aid us to reduce the range of the
grid search after normalization by the 𝜃1 value.

The quality of curve fitting was quantitatively evalu-
ated by the normalized error R, which represents the
ratio of mean square error to the experimental TIC norm
as

R =
‖It (t) − Ie (t) ‖‖Ie (t) ‖ , (5)

where Ie(t), It(t), and ‖ ⋅ ‖ represent the experimen-
tal TIC, the theoretical TIC, and the Euclidean norm,
respectively. We evaluated the two models by compar-
ing the estimated parameters in the PSMA-positive and
PSMA-negative tumors after injection of free NBs and
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PHARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF PSMA-TARGETED NANOBUBBLES 6553

TABLE 1 Estimated parameters by the mLDRW-input model

Free NBs PSMA-NBs MBs
𝜿 𝜷 𝝀 R 𝜿 𝜷 𝝀 R 𝜿 𝜷 𝝀 R

PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA− PSMA−

PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+ PSMA+

Mouse 1 4.06 4.64 0.168 0.09 0.16 1.66 0.083 0.08 7.07 0.11 0.369 0.04

4.12 1.53 0.243 0.08 0.18 2.66 0.091 0.10 5.56 0.04 0.213 0.02

Mouse 2 4.52 1.69 0.152 0.09 0.44 3.59 0.221 0.05 4.93 0.03 0.138 0.08

4.68 1.43 0.136 0.15 0.55 4.51 0.273 0.08 5.01 0.05 0.020 0.17

Mouse 3 3.83 1.31 0.436 0.11 0.66 0.82 0.332 0.09 4.67 0.04 0.524 0.06

5.63 0.91 0.392 0.25 0.73 2.76 0.365 0.12 8.93 0.13 0.058 0.08

Mouse 4 0.88 2.75 0.439 0.10 0.54 2.57 0.269 0.11 9.59 0.08 0.831 0.07

1.01 1.54 0.161 0.08 3.06 3.26 0.087 0.11 8.95 0.19 0.856 0.07

Mouse 5 0.50 6.45 0.248 0.26 0.67 3.23 0.337 0.12 14.93 0.02 0.636 0.05

0.94 3.20 0.470 0.26 0.85 8.65 0.110 0.24 15.15 0.03 0.514 0.04

Mouse 6 1.68 0.10 0.507 0.06 2.46 0.78 0.481 0.10 6.34 0.04 0.187 0.10

1.05 0.12 0.385 0.06 2.60 0.24 0.308 0.10 10.2 0.08 0.128 0.10

Mouse 7 3.07 0.85 0.193 0.11 2.14 1.64 0.154 0.05 2.27 0.01 0.020 0.10

5.81 0.68 0.194 0.07 3.39 2.57 0.167 0.08 1.27 0.04 0.480 0.10

Note: The estimated skewness parameter 𝜅, residual factor 𝛽, and decaying rate 𝜆 are listed for seven mice, with free NBs, PSMA-NBs, and MBs presented in three
major columns. For each parameter, the estimated values from the PSMA-negative (PSMA−) and PSMA-positive (PSMA+) ROIs are listed in the upper and bottom
rows, respectively.
Abbreviations: NB, nanobubble; PSMA, prostate-specific membrane antigen; PSMA-NB, PSMA-targeted NB.

PSMA-NBs. The statistical significance (p-value) of the
differences in the estimated parameters was assessed
by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.

3 RESULTS

The estimated skewness parameter 𝜅, residual factor 𝛽,
and decay rate 𝜆, and the normalized error R by the
mLDRW-input model are listed in Table 1. With regards
to each mouse, R was overall higher in PSMA-positive
ROIs than PSMA-negative ROIs using PSMA-NBs. The
difference was not statistically significant between dif-
ferent groups due to the large variation of R across
mice. Compared to free NBs or PSMA-NBs, the 𝛽 value
for MBs is significantly lower (p-value <0.01) to have
a majority 𝛽 < 0.1. To aid in comparing the estimated
parameters, different values of 𝜅, 𝛽, and 𝜆 between
PSMA-negative ROIs and PSMA-positive ROIs, using
free or PSMA-NBs are displayed in Figure 4a–c. For 𝛽,
it was observed that 𝛽 in PSMA-positive ROIs is mostly
higher than the value in PSMA-negative ROIs, with the
only exception of mouse 6,when using PSMA-NBs.This
difference was not observed for free NBs. The ratio of 𝛽
and 𝜆 is also displayed in Figure 4d for additional com-
parison. Figure 5 shows three examples of fitting the
mLDRW-input model to the experimental TICs obtained
in mice 1, 5, and 6. In the example of mouse 1, the
mLDRW-input model produced high accuracy in fitting

the TICs of free NBs and relatively lower accuracy in
fitting the TICs of PSMA-NBs. The example of mouse
5 shows a relatively less accurate curve fitting for both
free and PSMA-NBs. It can also be noted that mouse 6
shows shorter prolonged retention in the PSMA-positive
ROI when using the PSMA-NBs,which might explain the
unexpected 𝛽 values for this mouse.

For the reference-based model, the estimated param-
eter values for the input delivering ratio Rr, rate constant
k2, binding potential 𝛾, and the normalized error R are
listed in Table 2. In this table, one noticeable differ-
ence is that the estimated 𝛾 values are positive for
PSMA-NBs and negative for free NBs. With regards to
k2, a similar trend as 𝛽 from the mLDRW-input model
was observed: The k2 values for PSMA-NBs are mostly
higher than the values for free NBs, except for mouse
6. In Figure 4f,g, the estimated k2 and 𝛾 are compared
between PSMA-NBs and free NBs.

Unlike Figure 4a–d, the plots in Figure 4f,g consist
of only two groups of samples because the reference-
based model combines the TICs from both PSMA-
negative and PSMA-positive ROIs. To better compare
the two methods, we additionally investigated the ratio
between 𝛽+ (𝛽 from the PSMA-positive ROI) and 𝛽−
(𝛽 from the PSMA-negative ROI), obtained from the
mLDRW-input model; the results are shown in Figure 4e.
For the reference-based model, three examples of curve
fitting are displayed in Figure 6. It can be observed
from both examples that the reference-based model
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6554 PHARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF PSMA-TARGETED NANOBUBBLES

F IGURE 4 Plots of the estimated parameters by the two models. (a–d) The estimated residual factor β, decay rate λ, skewness parameter κ,
and the ratio β/λ from the mLDRW-input model are presented. In each subfigure, the parameter values for free NBs and PSMA-NBs are
compared by connected dashed lines for seven mice, with the PSMA-negative ROI (PSMA−) on the left side and PSMA-positive ROI (PSMA+)
on the right side. (e–g) The estimated ratio of 𝛽+ from PSMA-positive ROI and 𝛽− from PSMA-negative ROI, the estimated rate constant k2, and
the binding potential γ from the reference-based model are compared by connected dashed lines between the free NBs and PSMA-NBs. The
interpretation of these parameters is briefly described in the tables. ROI = region of interest; TIC = time-intensity curve; NB = nanobubble;
PSMA = prostate-specific membrane antigen; PSMA-NB = PSMA-targeted NB; mLDRW = modified local density random walk

produced worse curve fitting in comparison with the
mLDRW-input model. This comparison was also quan-
titatively evaluated by the normalized error R whose
value was overall higher in the reference-based model
for each mouse. Still, the difference was not statistically
significant as an aggregate due to the large variation of
R across mice.

Table 3 shows the p-values of the difference between
the estimated parameters in the positive-ROI and
negative-ROI (PSMA+ vs. PSMA−), and between injec-
tion of free NBs, PSMA-NBs, and MBs, as assessed
by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. It can be observed
that four estimated parameters, 𝛽, 𝛽∕𝜆, 𝛽+∕𝛽−, for the
mLDRW-input model, and 𝛾 for the reference-based
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PHARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF PSMA-TARGETED NANOBUBBLES 6555

F IGURE 5 Examples of fitted curves from mouse 1 (a), mouse 5 (b), and mouse 6 (c) using the mLDRW-input model. The top and bottom
rows present the TICs obtained by injection of free NBs and PSMA-NBs, respectively. Each plot consists of the experimental and fitted
theoretical TICs from both PSMA-positive (PSMA+) and PSMA-negative (PSMA−) ROIs.

TABLE 2 Estimated parameters by the reference-based model

Free NBs PSMA-NBs MBs
Rr k2 𝜸 R Rr k2 𝜸 R Rr k2 𝜸 R

Mouse 1 1.366 0.151 −0.036 0.14 1.040 0.344 0.096 0.11 0.626 0.601 −0.252 0.03

Mouse 2 0.979 0.371 −0.073 0.20 2.478 1.376 2.441 0.08 0.715 0.023 1.229 0.02

Mouse 3 0.345 0.237 −0.934 0.57 0.473 1.020 0.347 0.12 1.375 0.727 −0.094 0.06

Mouse 4 0.195 0.033 −0.669 0.11 0.599 0.081 0.075 0.11 0.505 0.528 −0.342 0.01

Mouse 5 2.650 0.370 −0.076 0.41 1.311 0.447 0.118 0.37 2.674 0.324 0.853 0.03

Mouse 6 0.410 0.201 −0.378 0.07 1.042 0.067 0.115 0.24 0.675 0.019 0.611 0.04

Mouse 7 1.078 0.455 −0.101 0.14 1.672 0.612 0.287 0.06 0.635 0.560 −0.302 0.02

Note: The estimated parameters input delivering ratio Rr , rate constant k2, and binding potential 𝛾, along with the normalized error R, are listed for seven mice, with
free NBs, PSMA-NBs, and MBs presented in three major columns.
Abbreviations: NB, nanobubble; PSMA, prostate-specific membrane antigen; PSMA-NB, PSMA-targeted NB.

model, were significantly different (p-value <0.05)
between free NBs and PSMA-NBs. The p-values were
especially low for 𝛽+∕𝛽− and 𝛾. No significant difference
was noted in the comparison between PSMA-negative
ROI and PSMA-positive ROI.

4 DISCUSSION

Due to the limitations of available imaging modalities,
PCa diagnosis still requires systematic biopsies, where
patient discomfort, costs, and risks of hemorrhages and
infections are serious drawbacks. Moreover, accurate

assessment is somehow hampered by the limited spa-
tial sampling, resulting in over- and under-treatment
of patients. Several imaging modalities have been
developed to improve the detection and localization
of PCa. Although multiparametric MRI is now recom-
mended to improve the detection rate, the high cost,
time-consuming workflow, and complex interpretation
of the images limit its wide application outside major
medical centers. As an alternative imaging modality,
CEUS is a promising diagnostic tool for PCa detection
with advantages, such as low cost, portability, flexibility,
and minimal disruptions in the established diagnostic
workflow for PCa. Conventional CEUS typically utilizes
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6556 PHARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF PSMA-TARGETED NANOBUBBLES

F IGURE 6 Examples of fitted curves from mouse 1 (a), mouse 5 (b), and mouse 6 (c) using the reference-based model. The top and
bottom rows present the TICs obtained by injection of free NBs and PSMA-NBs, respectively. Each plot consists of the experimental TICs from
PSMA-positive (PSMA+) and PSMA-negative (PSMA−) ROIs and the fitted theoretical TIC from the PSMA-positive ROI.

TABLE 3 The p-values estimated by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test

𝜷 𝝀 𝜿 𝜷∕𝝀 𝜷+∕𝜷− k2 𝜸

PSMA+ vs. PSMA− 0.423 0.883 0.423 0.423 ————- ————- ————-

PSMA-NB vs. free NBs 0.0275 0.129 0.129 0.0275 4.42e-03 0.423 4.49e-04

Note: Seven estimated parameters from the two models are compared. The upper row lists the p-values in comparing PSMA-positive (PSMA+) and PSMA-negative
(PSMA−) ROIs when using PSMA-NBs.The lower row lists the p-values in the comparison between PSMA-NB and free NBs.Because 𝛽+∕𝛽−,k2,and 𝛾 were estimated
jointly from two ROIs (PSMA-positive and PSMA-negative ROIs), they were only compared between PSMA-targeted and free NBs.
Abbreviations: NB, nanobubble; PSMA, prostate-specific membrane antigen; PSMA-NB, PSMA-targeted NB; ROI, region of interest.

intravascular MBs to visualize their flow in the microcir-
culation and potentially assess angiogenic changes due
to PCa development. The introduction of MBs targeted
to angiogenesis has provided additional possibilities
for detecting PCa. As a novel type of UCA, NBs have
been proven to extravasate and access tissue targets
outside of vessels. The possibility to target molecules
such as PSMA, which is commonly overexpressed in
PCa, opens up new avenues for functional molecular
imaging using CEUS. The specific binding of PSMA-
NBs was demonstrated by the prolonged retention
effect in PSMA-positive PC3pip tumor in dual-tumor
mouse models.27 Our recent work also performed
histological analysis of NB- and PSMA-NB-injected
tumors for examining the in vivo distributions of NBs
and PSMA-NBs. The confocal imaging clearly demon-
strated the PSMA-NB accumulation in the tumor and
additionally, the NB distribution beyond the vasculature.
Going beyond qualitative or semi-quantitative analysis,

our work introduces two pharmacokinetic methods for
quantitative analysis of the prolonged retention effect
caused by extravasation and PSMA-specific binding.

Pharmacokinetic modeling of contrast agent intravas-
cular flow, extravasation, and specific binding has been
studied separately in MB-based CEUS, DCE-MRI, and
nuclear imaging, respectively29–32; however, to the best
of our knowledge, previous pharmacokinetic studies
have never addressed extravasation with UCA in the
unique size range of NBs. Thus, we adapted previous
methods to be able to describe and interpret the behav-
ior of PSMA-NBs in a dual-tumor mouse model. Most
previous studies represented a biological system by
compartmental modeling with an input function.Here,we
developed two pharmacokinetic compartmental models
of PSMA-NBs in the dual-tumor mouse model, with the
input function directly or indirectly approximated. The
first model is based on the description of the arterial
input function as an mLDRW model, which has shown
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PHARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF PSMA-TARGETED NANOBUBBLES 6557

to reasonably describe the UCA dispersion across the
microvasculature in PCa.15,37 This model needs no addi-
tional measurement on reference tissue, but the cost is
a higher risk of overfitting given the increased number
of parameters. The second model, based on the simpli-
fied reference-tissue model,30 utilizes the TIC from the
PSMA-negative ROI as the input to depict the TIC from
the PSMA-positive ROI. This simplified model allows
for quantifying specific PSMA-targeted binding without
requiring an approximation of the vascular input. Com-
pared to the mLDRW-input model, this simplified model
has limited flexibility and always needs an additional tis-
sue ROI as reference. Unlike the original definition in,30

which restrains the binding potential to positive values,
we allow this parameter to be negative to account for the
possible reduced retention effect in the PSMA-positive
ROI, particularly in the case of free NBs.

Regarding the curve fitting performance, the mLDRW-
input model produces high fitting quality for the PSMA-
positive ROI compared to the PSMA-negative ROI in
each mouse, using PSMA-NBs. The lower fitting quality
obtained in PSMA-positive ROIs for PSMA-NBs results
from extra kinetic complexity due to specific binding.The
current model,which combines the effects of extravasa-
tion and binding in one exponentially decaying function,
cannot fully describe this complexity. In each mouse, the
reference-based model shows an overall lower fitting
quality than the mLDRW-input model. This difference
can be explained by the lower flexibility provided by
a smaller number of free parameters. In both models,
the relatively inaccurate TIC fitting in mice 1, 3, and 5
suggests the oversimplification in modeling the specific
binding merely via a separate compartment.

The primary purpose of targeting NBs to PSMA is to
improve the detection of PCa through specific molec-
ular binding. The specific binding is demonstrated by
the prolonged retention period in the TICs obtained with
PSMA-NBs compared to the TICs obtained with free
NBs. The mLDRW-input model independently interprets
the TICs from either PSMA-positive or PSMA-negative
ROIs. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 4a–c, the esti-
mated residual factor 𝛽, whose function is to scale the
extravasation component of the model, is mostly higher
in the PSMA-positive ROI than the PSMA-negative
ROI, when using PSMA-NBs. The higher residual fac-
tor 𝛽 indicates that a larger portion of PSMA-NBs is
retained after the wash-in phase. Moreover, the sig-
nificantly low β for MBs suggests that the prolonged
retention effect of MBs is not prominent. The decay
rate 𝜆, which represents the decaying trend of over-
all contrast enhancement, does not exhibit a significant
difference. In addition, we proposed the combined
parameter 𝛽∕𝜆 to represent the relative contribution of
the extravasation component to the overall AUC. As
shown in Figure 4d, the parameter 𝛽∕𝜆 exhibits a sim-
ilar difference as β (with the same exceptional case of
mouse 6).

Different from the mLDRW-input model, the
reference-based model describes the binding kinetics
of an indicator in the target tissue (e.g., PSMA-positive
ROI) by using a reference tissue, that is, a tissue that
behaves kinetically equivalently to the target tissue, but
where binding does not occur (e.g., PSMA-negative
ROI). As a result, no comparison was possible between
the two ROIs. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 4f,g, the
estimated binding potential 𝛾 is noticeably overall pos-
itive for PSMA-NBs and overall negative for free NBs.
This clear difference suggests a substantial difference
in the kinetics of PSMA-NBs between PSMA-positive
and PSMA-negative ROIs. It should be noted that
further investigation is required to explain the reason
for the all-negative 𝛾 values with free NBs. Overall,
the estimated parameters 𝛽, 𝛽∕𝜆, and 𝛾 suggest that
a larger portion of PSMA-NBs is retained after the
wash-in phase within the PSMA-positive ROI.

The differences in the estimated parameters were
statistically assessed by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test,
which does not assume any specific probability distribu-
tion of tested samples. As listed in Table 3, our results
show several parameters from both models, providing
significant differences between free and PSMA-NBs.
The difference between free NBs and PSMA-NBs is
more significant for the parameters jointly estimated
from two ROIs via the reference-based method. How-
ever, the application of the mLDRW-input model is more
practical, because it does not require the presence of
a reference ROI in the field of view, allowing for pixel-
based TIC analysis. In general, the proposed models
are both limited in terms of fitting quality and the trade-
off between overfitting and flexibility. The complex TIC
profiles manifested in mice 1 and 5 suggest some TIC
curve features to be not fully captured by the pro-
posed compartmental models. However, increasing the
model complexity may lead to overfitting or subopti-
mal parameter estimation due to the larger number of
fitting parameters. In the design of the animal experi-
ments, the variation of PSMA-NB kinetics is assumed
to be mainly caused by the different PSMA expressions
between the two tumors. However, in practice, other fac-
tors, such as tumor characteristics and physiological
conditions of the mice, will introduce other variations to
the NB kinetics. Tumor heterogeneity may also affect
our estimations, as the portion of the tumor visual-
ized in the acquired imaging plane may differ from the
other tumor areas. Moreover, three-dimensional ultra-
sound could enable a more complete characterization of
the investigated tumor tissues. Because the aforemen-
tioned complex factors can prominently affect the NB
and PSMA-NB kinetics shown in CEUS, the prolonged
retention effect due to extravasation and specific bind-
ing is difficult to be reliably identified by qualitative or
semi-quantitative analysis. The application of dedicated
pharmacokinetic modeling can estimate parameters, for
example, the binding potential γ and residual factor 𝛽, for
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6558 PHARMACOKINETIC MODELING OF PSMA-TARGETED NANOBUBBLES

automatically and reproducibly identifying the prolonged
retention effect. When PSMA-NB CEUS is adopted
in future clinical practice, these estimated parameters
can possibly serve as useful features in diagnosing
PCa. In the future, dedicated pharmacokinetic model-
ing can be developed to analyze the pharmacokinetics
of PSMA-NBs at the pixel level. Additionally, experi-
ments with a larger number of samples and naturally
induced tumors are expected to further validate the
applicability of PSMA-NBs in detecting PCa. Moreover,
immunohistological analysis of the tumor tissue should
also be performed to further validate the proposed
pharmacokinetic models.

5 CONCLUSION

Quantification of NB pharmacokinetics by dedicated
models evidences different behaviors between PSMA-
targeted and free NBs when investigated in PSMA-
positive and PSMA-negative tumors. These promising
results encourage further investigations into quantitative
analysis methods to describe the kinetics of targeted
NBs, aiding our understanding of their transport and
interaction with tissue and possibly leading to improved
cancer diagnostics and characterization.
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